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return an interface as the return type for a factory function? Is there a

good reason to return a concrete implementation from a factory
function? Example: public abstract class Bar { } public interface Foo

extends Bar { } public interface Program { public abstract Bar getBar();
} public static T getFoo() { return (T) new Program() { public Bar

getBar() { return null; } }; } public static void main(String[] args) { Foo f
= getFoo(); f.bar = f.getBar().getFoo() == f.getBar(); // s.equals(f); //
Error, because this would not compile // Bar b = (Bar)f; // f.bar = b; }

The reason why I ask is that I wonder if I should ask the question "Is it ok
to always declare classes abstract and interfaces as return types from

factory functions" A: The motivation for "generics" is that the consumer
of the class doesn't care about the implementation. For instance, the
consumer might be a DSL or a framework or anything else. It is the

responsibility of the class producer to choose a specific implementation
that can be used by the consumer. In your specific example, the

consumer asks for a Foo, so it is safe to assume that the class producer
is going to use Foo as the return value for any instance of Bar that it can

get from the container. It also tries to use the least common
denominator language available, which is going to be Java. The

Consumer is responsible for making sure that what it gets from the
Producer is what it wants. A second, more common situation is that the
producer has multiple possible return values, and the consumer wants
to choose one of them. In that case, the producer creates a separate

class for every possible return value, each with its own public interface.
In your specific case, if you want to generalize the interface you could
use an abstract class, but it would be less readable and arguably less
natural. Generics should be used for the purpose of creating different

class instances at the same time. Q: What are practical limits for decay
heat? 6d1f23a050
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